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NEW TO COMPUTERS

YOUTUBE WONDERS
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WHAT IS YOUTUBE ?

• YouTube is an American online video-

sharing platform headquartered in San Bruno, California.

• Three former PayPal employees—Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, 

and Jawed Karim—created the service in February 2005.

• Google bought the site in November 2006 for US$1.65 billion

• YouTube now operates as one of Google's subsidiaries
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WHY IS YOUTUBE 

IMPORTANT?

• As of Oct 2020, it is the second most popular website in the 

world, trailing only Google 

• As of May 2019, more than 500 hours of video content are 

uploaded to YouTube every minute

• Based on reported quarterly advertising revenue, YouTube is 

estimated to have US$15 billion in annual revenues

• The highest earner on the platform in 2019 was Ryan 

Kaji, raking in $26 Million
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WHO USES YOUTUBE ?

• 73% of U.S. adults use YouTube

• 62% of businesses use YouTube

• 51% of YouTube users say they visit the site daily

• 37% of Millennials aged 18 – 34 binge watch it daily

• Many people make money by creating their own channels

• Number of channels earning six figures per year grows by 40% 

every year
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WHAT DOES YOUTUBE

LOOK LIKE ?

• Here are some screen shots from my YouTube account
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MAKING $$ ON YOUTUBE

• The first step to making money on 

YouTube is to join the YouTube Partner 

program. Partnership gives content 

creators access to special tools, such 

as the ability to monetize their videos 

via Google Adsense. To qualify, content 

creators must have at least 1,000 

subscribers and 4,000 hours of 

accumulated watch time over the prior 

12-month period.
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MAKING $$ ON YOUTUBE

• YouTube monetizes videos via 

pre-roll, display and other 

advertising formats.

• Advertisers pay based on clicks 

and impressions. YouTube gives 

the content creator 55% of this 

revenue and takes 45% for itself.
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MAKING $$ ON YOUTUBE

• YouTube partners also have the 

ability to sell up to 12 items of 

merchandise to their audience 

by enabling this feature in their 

account.

• Jeffree Starr has made millions 

selling lipstick, highlighters and 

eye shadow palettes to his fan
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MAKING $$ ON YOUTUBE

•YouTube “stars” also make 

money by becoming 

“influencers”. Companies 

pay these folks to mention 

or highlight their products
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MAKING $$ ON YOUTUBE

• The highest-paid YouTubers of 2019

• Ryan Kaji - $26 million

• Dude Perfect - $20 million

• Anastasia Radzinskaya - $18 million

• Rhett and Link - $17.5 million

• Jeffree Star - $17 million

• Preston - $14 million

• PewDiePie tied with Markiplier - $13 million
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MAKING $$ ON YOUTUBE

• Ryan Kaji, the eight-year-old behind YouTube channel 

“Ryan’s World,” remained the video platform’s highest 

earner for a second year, raking in $26 million in 2019, 

according to Forbes’ annual list.

• Kaji has influenced the toy industry; his toy reviews, 

especially those which get millions of views, will 

sometimes affect the toy's sales. Chris Williams of 

PocketWatch compared Kaji to Nickelodeon's SpongeBob 

SquarePants.

• At the Toy Fair 2018 in New York City, Kaji announced a 

line of toys, branded as Ryan's World, in cooperation with 

PocketWatch and Bonkers Toys. The toys were first 

released exclusively at Walmart on August 6, 2018.
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLES

FROM GCC MEMBERS

• I use YouTube to watch Ellen excerpts, Andre Rieu songs, and watch 

contestants on Simon Cowell shows. I even watch recipes for cooking and 

watching the food being prepared and cooked.

• I have used You Tube occasional for showing me how to do things...like 

anything!! My husband and I once fixed and replaced a part in our dishwasher 

by using You Tube. It was great. 

• I also have used it to make a birthday video to share with friends, as 

emailing a video is too large and often working with the cloud can be too 

confusing but with a link to a video to people was perfect

• When I need technical help on my iPhone, iPad or Mac for an app or program, 

I ask Google and very often YouTube videos come up
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLES

FROM GCC MEMBERS

• If I want to know how to do something, I’ll see if there’s a video on the 

topic I’m interested in.

• Such as for Crafts, Cooking (Insta Pot recipes), Subscribe to a 

channel Traveling Robert, technical questions on devices and coding, 

pass the time learning about celebrities, etc.

• Also I upload dance videos for the Grandettes, see 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnqZ9UT8cAk0Twxenhdpf0A , do 

some minor editing and create playlists for dance numbers.

• And I use YouTube for exercise videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNWeV-

Wkfm0&list=PLm1PanfAQLmjltiYqHrJWRBfux-1HHrul
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLES

FROM GCC MEMBERS

• I used it to caulk a shower.  Also to check comparisons of 

products (e.g., recently robovacuums) also how something 

works and sometimes for entertainment. 

• I basically use the subscription feature on YouTube for news 

and sports

• I watch FIBA Basketball (Women and Men’s Euroleague

games), U19 and World Cup, podcasts (mostly 

basketball)PAC-12 and UConn game analysis, and WNBA live 

streams on You Tube, as well as  UStream (ASU BB) and  

Twitch. . .  As well as “how to” tutorials, mostly tech 

related.
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLES

FROM GCC MEMBERS

• I actually used it to caulk my shower!!  Just recently I 

purchased a Sonos sound bar and was scheduled to have geek 

squad install and set up with all of my “smart” home devices. 

Decided to go to YouTube and saved $$$ and did it myself!!

• I used it in lockdown for fun videos related to areas of 

interest. Including how to cut hair!

• love the tutorials especially ones that David Cox does about 

Mac computers.

• Also, use for crafts such as beading ideas or how to do almost 

anything such as pairing smart light with Alexa.
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLES

FROM GCC MEMBERS

• I do subscribe to David Cox and Klaudia

• I use YouTube for

• DIY  - tutorials

• tech reviews  - entertainment 

• health/ fitness  - cooking

• live streams
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MOST ASKED QUESTIONS

• I don’t quite understand if there are 

benefits to subscribing to a channel and 

what that’s all about. How much $$ do 

people make putting these videos on 

YouTube and if there’s financial incentive 

should I trust them?
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ANSWER

• Subscribing to a YouTube channel is a useful way to keep track of 

the activities of your favorite YouTube users. You can subscribe to 

any YouTube channel easily and stay informed of the latest news 

and content from your favorite YouTube users.

• A subscriber to a channel is a user who, by selecting that channel's 

subscribe button, has chosen to receive content released by the 

channel. Each user's subscription feed consists of videos recently 

published by channels to which the account is subscribed
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ANSWER

• In order for channels to “monetize” on YouTube, they 

have to be accepted into the YouTube Partner 

Program

• Acceptance is based on number of users, visits, etc. 

but also include “vetting” by YouTube

• Channels are monitored and if they cause complaints 

or issues can be removed from the program
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ANSWER
• Recently YouTube introduced a new verification program

• The channel needs to have more that 100K subscribers

• Then YouTube will now examine the channel and decide whether to 

verify it

• YOUTUBE WILL NEED TO SEE THAT A CHANNEL IN QUESTION IS RUN BY A 

REAL FIGURE, ARTIST OR PUBLIC FIGURE AND  THAT ITS NAME IS NOT 

SIMILAR TO OTHER POPULAR YOUTUBE CHANNELS ; THIS IS WHAT 

YOUTUBE CALLS THE AUTHENTICITY TEST.

• Additionally, a verified channel is one that YouTube sees as complete.

• The channel must appear with a full description, channel icon and boast 

content that can be active on YouTube.
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ANSWER
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MOST ASKED QUESTIONS

• Every time I go to YouTube there is a box 

asking if I want to sign up for a trial 

subscription.  I say No Thanks - have not 

looked into what a subscription entails, have 

no interest really in paying for YouTube- I 

don’t think.  Don’t understand why I would 

want a subscription.
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ANSWER

• YouTube is trying to have you sign up for what is called  

• “YouTube Premium”    $11.95/month

• One big selling point of this is that it removes all ads

• It also give you access to YouTube Music 

• It also allows you to save videos and view them offline

• If gives you access to  “original content”  films and 

shows that YouTube produces

It’s not worth it for occasional users who just want to 

watch videos
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MOST ASKED QUESTIONS

• How do I overlay text and fancy graphics 

and edit out sections of videos?
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ANSWER

• YouTube does have YouTube Studio, 

which has some basic editing capabilities

• But

• Your best bet is to edit your video Before 

uploading it to YouTube
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MOST ASKED QUESTIONS

• How to find good technology 

subscriptions for home entertainment and 

Chrome OS? 
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ANSWER

HERE ARE SOME POPULAR “TECHIE” CHANNELS 

• CNET (https://www.youtube.com/user/CNETTV)

• CNET is a technology website that has ventured into the world of YouTube. Their site 

features news, articles, reviews, blogs and podcasts all relating to the tech industry. 

Their videos don’t simply focus on the usual unboxing and hands-on reviews, but it 

also explores unusual new apps, start philosophical discussion on tech’s influence on 

our lives, and venture into non-tech areas like a behind-the-scenes look at Disney.

• Austin Evans (https://www.youtube.com/user/duncan33303)

• Many people have compared Austin Evans with fellow YouTuber Marques Brownlee . 

They are both very good at what they do. If you want honest information about the 

latest tech with none of the useless fillers that some YouTubers tend to add in, then 

Austin is your guy. Aside from the usual reviews, Austin’s most uploaded videos are 

those exploring questions about specific tech issues and then giving answers to 

them.
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ANSWER

HERE ARE MORE POPULAR “TECHIE” CHANNELS 

• Marques Brownlee (https://www.youtube.com/user/marquesbrownlee)

• Marques Brownlee (or MKBHD as he is otherwise known) has the most subscribed 

technology channel on YouTube with around 2.7 million subscribers and counting. At 

only 21 years old, Marques was named “one of the best technology reviewers on the 

planet right now” by one of Google VPs. His videos focus on reviewing newly-

released products like phones, laptops, cameras and more, alongside products he 

already owns. He provides intelligent, detailed information in an easy-to-understand 

format. 

• Unbox Therapy (https://www.youtube.com/user/unboxtherapy)

• The Unbox Therapy channel has high quality, clear videos with a knowledgeable host 

that is passionate about the tech he shows. Presented by Lewis Hilsenteger, this 

channel mainly focuses on the unboxing (or unpacking) of consumer electronics like 

phones, laptops, consoles and more. Unboxing videos usually only show the 

packaging as it is opened and gives a first impression of what the product looks like 

without reviewing it
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ANSWER

EVEN MORE POPULAR “TECHIE” CHANNELS 

• Android Authority (https://www.youtube.com/user/AndroidAuthority)

• If you’re an Android fan, this channel should become your go-to channel

• The Verge (https://www.youtube.com/user/TheVerge)

• The Verge is best known for being a leading tech-related website, but 

they also have a great high-quality YouTube channel. They don’t just 

cover tech but also provide the latest science, art and culture news.

• What’s great about The Verge’s YouTube channel is that it has a wide 

variety of topics. Everything from hoverboards and smartphones, to 

games and virtual reality is covered but from a tech industry perspective.
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MOST ASKED QUESTIONS

• What is the rating system that they have?

• What the numbers mean on the video icons?

• How to rate them – which to look at vs the others.

• How to follow a particular person…. Find a teacher you like, then watch that 

’channel’.

• Do you sign in?  Subscribe?  Have an account?   

• I don’t quite understand if there are benefits to subscribing to a channel and 

what that’s all about. How much $$ do people make putting these videos on 

YouTube and if there’s financial incentive should I trust them?
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ANSWER

• Will be covered in the demo by Leigh 
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FAMOUS EXAMPLES

• David Cox

• Mikey (the Crochet Crowd)

• Traveling Robert

• GCC 
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• Leigh Donaldson to show YouTube and 

point out Tips and Best Practices
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• Klaudia Jurewicz to show us the 

Grand Computers Club YouTube 

channel



QUESTIONS?


